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Abstract–Computational Thinking is an essential skill for all
students in the 21st Century. A fundamental question is how can
we create computer affordances to empower novice teachers and
students, in a variety of STEM and art disciplines, to think
computationally while avoiding difficult overhead emerging from
traditional coding? Over the last 20 years we have iteratively
developed tools that aim to support computational thinking. As
these tools evolved a philosophy emerged to support
Computational Thinking by joining human abilities with
computer affordances. Chief among these findings is that
supporting Computational Thinking is much more than making
coding accessible. Computational Thinking Tools aim to
minimize coding overhead by supporting users through three
fundamental stages of the Computational Thinking development
cycle: problem formulation, solution expression, and solution
execution/evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Few question the potential value of Computational Thinking
(CT) in schools [1] but it is less clear how traditional coding
tools can be successfully employed for Computer Science
Education without introducing difficult overhead. Particularly
in subject areas where coding is not the focus, e.g. STEM,
language, arts, and music, coding overhead quickly turns into
an insurmountable educational obstacle. No matter how
educational, a middle school teacher teaching predator prey
interactions in biology is not likely to engage in CT if
programming a simple model results in the need to write
hundreds or even thousands of lines of code.
The goal of schools to produce Computational Thinkers, as
opposed to coders, requires a shift in the methods and tools
employed by teachers. Starting with AgentSheets [2], we have
built, and gradually evolved, a number of programming tools
aimed specifically at Computer Science Education over the last
20 years. Moving beyond tools to the development of curricula
such as Scalable Game Design [3], assessing Computational
Thinking and conducting teacher professional development
worldwide [4, 5] the notion of Computational Thinking Tools
gradually emerged to capture the educational needs in
Computer Science education. This paper outlines a philosophy
behind the Computational Thinking process and, suggests how
Computational Thinking Tools not only support this process
but, at the same time, keep coding overhead minimal.
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II.

THE COMPUTATIONAL THINKING PROCESS

The term Computational Thinking (CT), popularized by Wing
[1], had previously been employed by Papert in the inaugural
issue of Mathematics Education [6]. Papert considered the goal
of CT to forge explicative ideas through the use of computers.
Employing computing, he argued, could result in ideas that are
more accessible and powerful. Meanwhile, numerous papers
[7] and reports have created many different definitions of CT.
Recently, Wing followed up her seminal call for action paper
with a concise operational definition of CT [8]:
“Computational thinking is the thought processes involved in
formulating a problem and expressing its solution(s) in such a
way that a computer—human or machine—can effectively carry
out.”

While the term Computational Thinking is relatively new,
the process implied by Wing can be recognized as a
computationally enhanced version of the well-established
scientific method. Based on Wing’s definition the
Computational Thinking Process (Figure 1) can be segmented
into three stages. Exploring the notion of computational tools
to support Computational Thinking, this paper focuses on the
execution of solutions by machines and largely omits
approaches dealing with human execution of solutions such as
unplugged activities [9]. The example in Figure 1 of a
mudslide simulation is used to illustrate the three
Computational Thinking Process stages.
1. Problem Formulation (Abstraction): Problem formulation
attempts to conceptualize a problem verbally, e.g., by
trying to formulate a question such as “How does a
mudslide work?,” or through visual [10] thinking, e.g., by
drawing a diagram identifying objects and relationships.
2. Solution Expression (Automation): The solution needs to
be expressed in a non-ambiguous way so that the computer
can carry it out. Computer programming enables this
expression. The rule in Figure 1 expresses a simple model
of gravity: if there is nothing below a mud particle it will
drop down.
3. Execution & Evaluation (Analysis). The solution gets
executed by the computer in ways that show the direct
consequences of one’s own thinking. Visualizations, for
instance the representation of pressure values in the
mudslide as colors, support the evaluation of solutions.

instance, a cocktail napkin that is used for conceptual doodling
is a simplistic tool facilitating problem formulation. The
following three sections give examples of various
Computational Thinking process support mechanisms.
A. Supporting Problem Formulation
Problem formulation is a conceptualization process [3] often
based on verbal or visual thinking, which can be supported by
a great variety of tools, ranging from informal drawings on
napkins to arranging objects within spreadsheet-like
programming environments. For problem formulation concepts
developed to become powerful, transferable abstractions they
need to be scaffolded [13] explicitly.
1) Conceptualization through verbal and visual thinking

Fig. 1. The Computational Thinking Process

As shown in Figure 1, Computational Thinking is an
iterative process describing thinking with computers by
synthesizing human abilities with computer affordances. The
three stages describe different ratios of human and computer
responsibilities. The solution execution appears to be largely
the responsibility of the computer and the problem expression
largely the responsibility of the human. Although typically
considered the responsibility of humans, problem formulation
is perhaps more of a mix. Computers can help support the
conceptualization process as well, for instance, through
facilitating visual thinking.
The iterative nature of Computational Thinking typically
suggests many iterations through the three stages. The
boundary between the problem formulation and the solution
expression stage is sometimes quite fuzzy because the solution
approaches known to humans may strongly flavor their
personal conceptualizations at the problem formulation stage.
Similarly, the boundary between problem expression and
problem execution may become more fluid with modern
programming approaches such as live programming [11] which
executes programs as they are being created.
The vision for Computational Thinking Tools is to support
and integrate the three stages of the Computational Thinking
Process. Certainly, any kind of programming tool can be
employed for computational thinking. End-user programming
tools, for instance, are focused on the support of the solution
expression by making programming more accessible.
However, Computational Thinking Tools should go further by
providing additional support for the problem formulation as
well as the problem execution & evaluation stages of the
Computational Thinking process. We will now review these
three stages in more detail. Though there are many examples of
tools that enable Computational Thinking, we will present brief
examples from our research including AgentCubes online [12]
and the Scalable Game Design Project [3].
III.

SUPPORTING THE COMPUTATIONAL THINKING PROCESS

The three stages of the Computational Thinking Process should
be supported with Computational Thinking Tools. These tools
may be computational in nature but do not have to be. For

The use of verbal thought goes a long way to support problem
formulation. Framing a problem as narrative can help users
comprehend relationships between objects. In object-oriented
design, for instance, the identification of nouns and verbs in a
problem description supports the conceptualization of software
components such as classes and methods. Experience from the
Scalable Game Design project [3] indicates that capturing the
core idea of a game to be built as a story is extremely useful.
Visual thinking supports problem formulation for
applications, such as simulations, where narrative approaches
are sometimes less suited. Arnheim [10] suggests that visual
thinking is based on processes unfolding at a level of
perception and not necessarily at the level of language. In the
case of the mudslide, the development of a textual narrative
may not be the most practical abstraction tool. In contrast, the
abstraction of a mudslide as a two dimensional array of mud
chunks interacting with each other is extremely beneficial but
requires scaffolding [13].
Computational Thinking Tools can support visual thinking
by offering various evocative spatial metaphors. Mindmap
tools capture concepts as nodes and links [14]. Spreadsheets
[15] are two-dimensional grids containing numbers and strings.
The versatile nature of grids has helped spreadsheets to become
the world’s most used programming tools. Tools such as Boxer
[16] and ToonTalk [17] employ the notion of microworlds
based on containers to represent relationships. In Logo, Papert
argues, the notion of a turtle helps users comprehend difficult
geometric transformations through body syntonicity [18], that
is, the ability for people to project themselves, as turtle, into
geometric microworlds. Papert [18] and Turkle [19] consider
the use of evocative objects to think with as powerful
conceptualization approach. All these tools help the forging of
abstractions serving as the beginning of a path from problem
formulation to solution expression.
In end-user programming tools, for example, the problem
formulation stage is supported similar to a mind map tool, or
games like Minecraft and SimCity, by enabling users to
organize information visually. For example, in the AgentCubes
online [12] end-user programming tool, users can place
objects, called agents, in a 3-D grid structured environment.
The grid is based on cells organized as rows, columns and
layers. Each cell, in turn, contains a stack of agents. Agents can
be simple textured shapes such as cubes, spheres or cylinders
but can also be quite sophisticated user created 3D shapes.

These 2D or 3D user created agents are similar in spirit to
Papert’s objects to think with [18].

indicated that the patterns helped transcend beyond game
design to STEM simulation creation [25].

In the mudslide example, depicted in Figure 1, a user might
create a mud agent and a ground agent and then set up the
simulation world by stacking multiple mud agents on top of a
layer of ground agents. At this stage no programming has
commenced. Users can explore their simulation world by
employing 3D camera tools to navigate around in the world or
by adding, removing, and rearranging the mud agents. To gain
a different perspective, they can select any agent and switch to
first person camera mode. The ability to assume the
perspective of any object in a world, we speculate, may help to
achieve the body syntonicity [20] that Papert is referring to.

B. Supporting Solution Expression
Given that even low cost computers these days provide multi
core, multi Gigahertz performance, users have the right to
expect more than an “empty window with a blinking cursor in
the upper left corner” type of solution expression support from
Computational Thinking Tools. The visual programming
community has explored approaches to make programming
more accessible. Approaches such as drag and drop
programming [2, 26, 27] have addressed, by and large,
syntactic challenges. The grand challenges of end-user
programming are shifting from syntactic to semantic and
pragmatic concerns. In this realm, research is less worried with
the representation of code, e.g., if an action is represented as
text or puzzle piece [28], but more concerned with its meaning
in the context of particular situations.

2) Supporting Transfer through explicit abstractions
Evidence from the learning sciences strongly suggests that the
forging of abstraction does not just happen. Early on Pea [21]
described the problem he called the pedagogical fantasy as the
exaggerated expectation of emerging connections between
programming and higher level thinking in students:
“This idea – that programming will provide exercise for the
highest mental faculties, and that the cognitive development thus
assured for programming will generalize or transfer to other
content areas in the child's life – is a great hope. Many elegant
analyses offer reasons for this hope, although there is an
important sense in which the arguments ring like the overzealous
prescriptions for studying Latin in Victorian times.”

Abstractions need to be made explicit to enable transfer.
For instance, the use of the Computational Thinking Patterns
(CTPs) as abstractions in the Scalable Game Design
curriculum [3, 22] was found to be helpful to convey ideas
relevant to Computational Thinking. CTPs are phenomenalistic
[23] abstractions describing object interactions such as
collision and diffusion. A collision, for instance, could describe
the interaction of a frog and truck in a Frogger-like game or the
interaction of molecules participating in Brownian motion in a
STEM simulation. Students are initially exposed to CTPs in
game design and then, later, implement these CTPs in
subsequent games and simulations. CTPs could be considered
a powerful set of abstractions serving as bridge between
problem formulation and solution expression. Wing confirms
that finding suitable abstractions is a critical part of
computational thinking [24].
“In working with rich abstractions, defining the ‘right’ abstraction
is critical. The abstraction process—deciding what details we
need to highlight and what details we can ignore—underlies
computational thinking.”

We do not claim Computational Thinking Patterns to be an
exhaustive collection of CT abstractions but just to be a useful
set of abstractions relevant to CT that has been validated in the
context of Scalable Game Design with a very large study [3].
Furthermore, the Computational Thinking Pattern Analyses
tool [3] automatically extracts these kinds of patterns from
game and simulation projects using Latent-semantics inspired
pattern matching approaches. Validation also provides
evidence that students can recognize and use these patterns to
build projects. Some teachers have even highlighted the use of
these patterns as the main reason they were able to teach
middle school students succesfully in a short time and

Also important for Computational Thinking Tools is the
need to minimize accidental complexity. Brooks [29]
differentiates between the essential or intrinsic complexity, that
is the complexity that is directly found or implied by the
problem space, and the accidental complexity found in the
solution space. Accidental complexity can be the result of
employing an approach that is a mismatch for the problem.
Accidental complexity is typically identified by components in
the solution space that cannot be easily traced back to the
problem space. Conway’s Game of Life serves as a simple
example problem. A cell is dead or alive and there are three
simple rules determining transitions between these two states
based on the states of immediate neighbor cells. These three
rules are the intrinsic complexity of this problem. A
programming novice may naively hope for these three rules to
turn into three IF statements. If that were the case, the
accidental complexity added would be zero. Unfortunately,
with most programming tools, even this seemingly trivial
problem can quickly turn into a perplexingly complex and
potentially frustrating programming exercise. Users are forced
to deal with extrinsic complexity, that is, they may have to
write support code dealing with event handling, and
input/output control potentially significantly exceeding the
three rules implied by the game of life.
A recent study [30] trying to understand the factors that
influence young women’s decisions to pursue degrees, found
the top two adjectives describing women’s perception of
computer science as “hard” and “boring.” While the need to
deal with accidental complexity, resulting in the need to write
elaborate programs to solve even simple problems, is certainly
not the only reason people are not interested in programming,
addressing affective challenges [12] is an important factor in
making programming more popular.
The end-user and visual programming language community
has explored a number of approaches supporting a focus on
essence for some time. Domain-orientation [31] provides high
level languages supporting the creation of specific applications.
The pinball construction kit, for instance, allowed users to
build a working pinball simulation by arranging pinball
components through a drag and drop interface. Task-specific
[32] languages, similarly, provide powerful building blocks

enabling end-users to build applications. Guzdial [33] points to
a number of languages explored in computer science education
to establish essence by employing implicit loops and other
constructs such as spreadsheets are well known to eliminate
accidental complexity caused by what Lewis calls the pumping
code [34], i.e., the code needed to interact with users. Focusing
less on the notion of essence but on understandable mappings,
Natural programming [35] attempts to better align the
expression of a solution with the problem formulation based on
peoples’ intuitive comprehension of semantics such as the use
of Boolean operators.
A simple example of accidental complexity occurs when
trying to program the 15 squares puzzle, shown in Figure 2.
This classic children’s game consists of sliding 15 numbered
squares into a sorted arrangement, 1-15, in a 4 x 4 grid. From a
CT point of view the core idea is simple: click the square you
want to slide into the empty space. The AgentCubes online
solution is depicted in Figure 2. However, many computer
program implementations, including visual programming
languages [36], of the game exist which have upwards of 100300 lines of code in languages like Python [37] and Java. If one
were trying to learn Python and Java coding, implementing
these solutions could have immense benefit. On the other hand,
exposing students to CT necessitates tools that are better suited
to solution expression without the addition of unnecessary
complexity.

C. Supporting Execution & Evaluation
The execution & evaluation stage can be supported by helping
users to debug their programs as well change their
misconceptions. Pea [21] describes debugging as:
“…systematic efforts to eliminate discrepancies between the
intended outcomes of a program and those brought through the
current version of the program.”

Given that the computer does not currently “understand”
the problem it will not be able to automatically compute these
discrepancies but there are still strategies for a Computational
Thinking Tools to aid the debugging process. One strategy is to
simply reduce the gap between solution expression and
solution execution & evaluation. Punch cards are the classical
negative example resulting in an extremely large gap. As this
gap increases, users quickly loose sight of the causal relation
between changes made to a program and manifestations of
different behavior exhibited by running these changed
programs [38]. Live programming [11] can help by enabling
users to instantly see the consequences of any change to a
program. Unfortunately, there are issues such as the halting
problem in computer science theory with practical
consequences, suggesting that it is not actually possible to
determine all consequences of arbitrary program changes.
However, for a more constrained class of programs, including
spreadsheets, this is not a problem. Very much in the spirit of
live programming, spreadsheets will instantly update results
when formulae or cell values are changed by a user. Similarly,
Conversational Programming [38] in AgentSheets [2] and
AgentCubes online [12] extends the notion of live
programming [11]. Even when a game is not running, by
selecting an agent in the world, AgentCubes online will
execute relevant code fragments one step into the future. It will
annotate the code, specifying which rule will execute, in order
to visualize potential discrepancies between the programs users
have and the programs users want [21].
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

While programming tools are aimed at programmers,
Computational Thinking Tools have an educational mission
and are aimed at users who want to become computational
thinkers. To that end, Computational Thinking Tools must
address not only syntactic but also semantic and pragmatic
concerns of programming. Computational Thinking Tools need
to support each of the three stages of the Computational
Thinking process: problem formulation, solution expression,
and solution execution/evaluation. By doing this,
Computational Thinking Tools can support Computational
Thinking in a variety of disciplines without resulting in
unnecessary complexity.
V.

Fig. 2. 15 piece puzzle implementation in AgentCubes Online. Selecting a
puzzle piece, e.g., the “1” will annotate the code to suggest the future
state of the game.
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